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1. Introduction

A = ∑ di Boxi + ∑ ci Trianglei + ∑ bi Bubblei + ∑ ai Tadpolei + R,
i

i

i

(1.1)

i

where the Box, Triangle, Bubble and Tadpole are known scalar integrals in four dimension and R
is the rational term. The rational terms are finite contributions generated by the d − 4 dimensional
part of the integrand. They are split in two parts, the R1 originating from the denominators of the
integrand and the R2 generated by its numerator. While the R1 terms can be computed similarly
as the four dimensional part of the amplitude but using a different set of known integrals, the
R2 terms require an analytical computation. The R2 terms for any amplitude can nevertheless be
computed from a set of process independent vertices that should be provided in the UFO model [7]
to M AD G RAPH 5_ A MC@NLO.

2. Automatic generation of UFO at NLO
The aim of the recent version of F EYN RULES and the new NLOCT package is to compute the
missing ingredients for the evaluation of the loop amplitude and to include them in the UFO model
automatically [8]. The renormalization is performed inside F EYN RULES where the Lagrangian as
well as all the relations between the parameters are known by the OnShellRenormalization
function:
Lren = OnShellRenormalization[MyLag, options]
where MyLag is the Lagrangian of the model in F EYN RULES notation. The renormalized Lagrangian is then passed to F EYNA RTS [9] using the corresponding F EYN RULES interface. The
NLOCT package uses F EYNA RTS to write the irreducible one-loop amplitudes and then computes
the R2 vertices and the UV counterterms by solving the renormalization conditions. The evaluation
of all the vertices is performed by a single function
2
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Charged Higgs production at the LHC like many other processes receives large corrections
from the strong interaction. Consequently, the Next to Leading Order (NLO) predictions are desirable for the searches for a charged scalar. So far charged Higgs production in the context of the
Two Higgs Doublet Model (2HDM) or the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) has
only been implemented by hand [1–3]. On the contrary, any Standard Model (SM) process can
now be computed at the NLO in QCD using M AD G RAPH 5_ A MC@NLO [4]. This situation is
not owned by charged Higgs production only but is common for many processes in extensions of
the SM. This issue is purely related to the loop amplitudes as any computation requiring the treelevel amplitudes can be performed automatically once the BSM Lagrangian has been introduced
in F EYN RULES [5] for example. As a matter of fact, all the tree-level vertices are then extracted
and sent in the appropriate format to one of the various tools handling the computation of the treelevel matrix element. However, two additional ingredients are needed for the computation of the
one-loop amplitudes by M AD L OOP [6] in M AD G RAPH 5_ A MC@NLO. The first one is the UV
counterterms, i.e. the vertices introduced by the renormalisation of the Lagrangian to cancel all
the UV divergences appearing in the loop. The second missing element is the so called rational R2
vertices. Any one-loop amplitude can be written as
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WriteCT[<model>,<genericfile>,options]
where model and genericfile are the F EYNA RTS input files. Additionally, the resulting NLO
vertices are written in a text file (with a nlo extension). The options of those two functions are
detailed in Ref. [8]. This file is finally loaded into F EYN RULES after the model such that the UFO
with the one-loop ingredients can be written by
WriteUFO[MyLag, UVCounterterms -> UV$vertlist,
R2Vertices -> R2$vertlist].

3. The 2HDM at NLO
A new implementation of the generic 2HDM into F EYN RULES has been done such that all the
relations between the parameters are present in the model file as required for the renormalization
of the Lagrangian. Namely, the number of independent parameters of the model is equal to the
number of external parameters. Therefore, no external tool is needed to compute the values of the
parameters appearing in the input files. To ease the on-shell renormalization, all the masses of the
physical scalars have been implemented as external parameters. Since the model is implemented
in the Higgs basis, the couplings of the doublet with a vacuum expectation value (v.e.v.) to the
fermions is directly related to their masses. On the contrary, the fermion couplings to the other
scalar doublet are free parameters. Therefore the renormalisation of the first ones is fixed by the
renormalization of the fermion masses and is done in the on-shell scheme while the latter are
renormalized in the MS scheme. Consequently, the model can only be transformed to a type I or a
type II 2HDM valid at NLO at the F EYN RULES level and before the renormalization.
Although the UFO model can be generated with one-loop ingredients for both the electroweak
and the strong corrections, only the corrections from the strong interaction can be handled by
1 Only

the sum of the R1 and R2 terms is a gauge invariant quantity.
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where UV$vertlist and R2$vertlist contain respectively the UV counterterm vertices
and the R2 vertices and are both defined in the .nlo file.
The only model restriction is that the Lagrangian should be renormalizable, i.e. there should not be
any operator of dimension higher than 4. The model should also be implemented in the Feynman
gauge for the NLOCT package as well as M AD G RAPH 5_ A MC@NLO to work properly. The
masses and wave functions are chosen to be renormalized in the on-shell scheme while all the other
external parameters are renormalized in the MS scheme. However, the zero momentum scheme can
be chosen for the gauge coupling of a massless gauge boson.
The method has been validated by comparing analytically the R2 vertices of the SM generated
by both the strong and the electroweak interactions and of the MSSM from the QCD one-loop
corrections to the expressions in the literature [10–12]. The UV counterterm vertices have also
been compared analytically to the expressions in [13, 14] for all the SM one-loop contributions.
The results of many processes for SM UFO with NLO vertices from the strong interaction has also
been found in agreement with the built-in version of of the SM in M AD G RAPH 5_ A MC@NLO.
Finally, pole cancelation between the real and the virtual and gauge invariance1 have been used to
check the 2HDM as well as other BSM models.
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M AD G RAPH 5_ A MC@NLO so far. Nevertheless, any process in the 2HDM can be studied now
at the NLO in QCD thanks to the full F EYN RULES-NLOCT- F EYNA RTS-UFO-ALOHA [15]M AD G RAPH 5_ A MC@NLO chain.
The simplest way of producing a charged higgs is by the annihilation of an up-type quark and
down-type quark. For example, the Higgs pT distribution for pp → H − is displayed in Fig. 1. The
charged Higgs is produced by allowing Yukawa interactions mixing the first two generations of
quarks. Despite that those couplings are free parameters in the generic 2HDM, they are strongly
constrained by the experimental data on flavour changing neutral currents. Namely, the couplings
to the physical charged scalar are fixed by the same Yukawa matrices as the couplings to the two
extra physical neutral scalars. Those constraints are avoided theoretically by allowing each fermion
type to couple only one scalar doublet like in the type I or II 2HDM. The yukawa couplings are
then all related to the masses and the dominant production mechanism for a heavy charged Higgs is
the associated top production. The 2HDM of type II can then be used to study the shape difference
between the five and four flavours schemes in the production of a charged Higgs in association
with a top quark [16] in the same spirit as what has been done for the total cross-section [17]. The
preliminary distribution for the number of jets is shown in Fig. 2 as an illustration. The MS has
be used for the comparison of the two schemes as it is more suitable to avoid large logarithms.
However, the bottom Yukawa is renormalized in the on-shell scheme by the NLOCT package by
default as its mass.

4. Summary
The 2HDM UFO model with all the ingredients required by M AD G RAPH 5_ A MC@NLO to
generate any process at the NLO in QCD has been produced automatically by F EYN RULES and
NLOCT. In particular, this model can be used to study charged Higgs production at NLO both in
4
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Figure 1: pT distribution of the charged Higgs from flavour changing interactions between the first two
D
U/D are the Yukawa matrices for the couplings of
generations of quarks: GU12 = GU21 = GD
12 = G21 where G
the up and down quarks to the scalar doublet without a vev [8].
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Figure 2: Number of jets distribution for the charged Higgs production in association with a top quark in
the five and four flavours schemes.

the four and five flavours schemes. The method is fully automated and can therefore easily be used
to study the production of charged scalar particles in other extension of the SM as well.
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